Urinary proteins for the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome.
Approximately 2-3% of all children in the United States suffer from obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). This condition is characterized by repeated events of partial or complete obstruction of the upper airways during sleep leading to recurring episodes of hypercapnia, hypoxemia, and arousal throughout the night as well as snoring, which afflicts 7-10% of all children. Since clinical history and physical examination are unreliable in the differentiation between children with OSA and children with primary snoring (PS) who have no apparent alteration in sleep architecture, current diagnostic approaches for OSA require an overnight sleep study (ONP). ONP is onerous, relatively unavailable, labor intensive, and inconvenient, leading to long waiting periods and unnecessary delays in diagnosis and treatment. Development of noninvasive biomarker(s) capable of reliably distinguishing children with PS from those with OSA would greatly facilitate timely screening and diagnosis of OSA in children. Therefore, we hypothesized that proteomic strategies in the urine may permit the identification of biomarker(s) that reliably screen for OSA. In this study, time-of-flight mass spectrometry was used to profile proteins in the first morning void urines from children. We discovered that urocortins are increased in OSA and provide a noninvasive approach for quick and convenient diagnosis otf OSA in snoring children.